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L<;ll.1:t:~"nb)iii#ingthis testimony as a private citizen, but yo.u may
te,ro~~p'et"iIUeas theJormer EnergyAdministrator and Chief Technology
bttlC:~£.otJlieI~epattmentofBusiness, Economic Development and
. ,';,,;J":'l··fij"~"""":'"'; ".,;, ,....;: li . .',' .
Tounsm7Tii'lhetwenty years I spent with DBEDT, I was associated with
NE~~,;;,'~,:eg~ncy attached to the department for administrative
purp()ses. n~g that time I have seen that agency go through numerous
challenges -. and emerge into what we now celebrate as the unique state
asset that previous leaders of the state envisioned.
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". ,;,: . 'i' .;. Charr"Yamasl1lta" Vice'ChairWakw, and:members {)fthe,House,' ..
:.,:,,~~ .'''t'ommittee' ori·Economic·Deve!opment.arid Business"Concerns,' lam',

ple~sedt()proyi<1ethj.s·testimony~:;~~~ongsupport 'ofHCR"3031HR25J'··· .
.that proposes to rename the Natural'EnergyLaboratory of Hawaii
Authority as the George R. Ariyoshi,Natural Energy Lab.

Clearly among those leaders, former Governor George R. Ariyoshi was
the most instrumental in establishing the laboratory, and recognizing its
potential for economic develop in energy and ocean sciences that are
unique to Hawaii. His leadership was visionary, and represented among
the earliest efforts to link strong planning and foresight, science and
technology assets, and state infrastructure to attract hundreds of millions
of investment in energy and ocean businesses at NELHA.

It was through Governor Ariyoshi's efforts that the acreage for
commercial endeavors at what was originally known as the Hawaii
Ocean and Science Technology (HOST) Park adjacent to the original
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natural energy laboratory at KeahblePointwas, ob~ained. HOST Park
was eventually merged with the Natural EnergyLaboratory of Hawaii to
form what is now known as NELHA. .

Under his leadership, the facility was master planned to take advantage
of the unique access at that location to nutrient-rich, cold deep seawater
and abundant sunshine. By obtainingmaster permits for research
corridors in the adjacent near-shore waters, the facility developed into a
world-renown location for experiments and new ,business development.
As the resolution correctly.notes:"many ofthese innovations. are thefrrst .
of their kiri'd in the world. .' . . Ii'

Today the state is reaping thebenefits of former Governor Ariyoshi's
visionary dream, to establish the unique asset that is today's NELHA. It
is altogether fitting, proper, and des~rvedto name NELHA as the
(t~.Qlg~,iR.NiyoshiNatural Energy'Lab. "

B.bVlJUI SURPort of this important resolution.

Tha:g.Kli)'ou for,,~he opportunity to offer these comments.
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